
Body Parts
Many body parts are multiple-meaning words.  Write the letter 
of the body part word that matches each meaning on the left.

1. ____  a baby cow A. arm

2. ____  a student B. nail

3. ____  a tip or hint C. heel

4. ____  the main part of something D. thumb

5. ____  a curved structure E. hip

6. ____  the opposite of front F. back

7. ____  a tropical tree G. chest

8. ____  a small animal H. foot

9. ____  to equip with a weapon I. arch

10. ____  a trunk J. brain

11. ____  to bear or carry something K. mole

12. ____  trendy L. calf

13. ____  to endure or put up with something M. heart

14. ____  something you hit with a hammer N. stomach

15. ____  to browse through something O. pointer (finger)

16. ____  12 inches in length P. pupil

17. ____  what trained dogs do on a walk Q. palm

18. ____  a smart person R. shoulder
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Birthday Party Story
Use the words in the box to fill in the blanks in this story.  Each word is used twice, so check
a box each time you use a word.

I turned eight years old on January 15th.  For my birthday,

my parents threw me a princess party.  My mom let me help her

_____________ a cake shaped like a princess.  My dad even

bought me a pretend tiara to _____________ on my head!  “Today

you can _____________ yourself as a real princess,” he said.

My best friend, Karis, called.  She said she didn’t know if she could _____________ it

to the party.  She wasn’t feeling _____________.  But then she called at the last minute to

say she felt well enough to go _____________.

When my friends started to arrive, my dad called _____________, “Come on in, the

door’s _____________!”  We played for a while and then it was time to _____________ my

presents.  My mom took a _____________ of me with each one.  All of them turned out

_____________ nice.  But my favorite present was from Karis.  She gave me a princess

costume for playing dress-up!  “I _____________ love it!” I told her.

“I knew you would, I know you so _____________!” she said.

I’ve decided to wear my princess costume for Halloween this year.  But my mom said,

“You’ll _____________ it out by then, I’m sure!”  We’ll see.

slide hit score bat sweep play z pitcher safewear picture well open make out really
� � � � � � � � � � � � � �
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Multiple Meanings for Out
The word out has many meanings.  Read each meaning.  Then write the letter of the
meaning that matches each sentence.  You can use some letters more than once.

1. ____  Smoking is out in many public places.

2. ____  My sprained wrist gives me an out for writing anything this week.

3. ____  Why were you out of school today?

4. ____  Call out when you find your ring.

5. ____  Lots of flags are out on holidays.

6. ____  I’m waiting for my socks to dry out.

7. ____  Go out the back door.

8. ____  The runner was out at third base.

9. ____  An endangered animal species is at risk of dying out.

10. ____  Flowered pants are out this year!

11. ____  The blow to the boxer’s head knocked him out.

12. ____  Are the stars out tonight?

13. ____  Dad’s back is out again.

14. ____  Why are all the lights out?

15. ____  These numbers are out of order.

A. absent, away from

B. exposed, visible

C. the opposite of in

D. unconscious

E. unfashionable

F. banned

G. the opposite of safe

H. an excuse

I. completely

J. aloud

K. not functioning, not working

L. not in the right place or order
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Multiple-Meaning Verbs  1 
Match each word in the box with two verb definitions.  Check a box each time you use a
word, and write your answers in the blanks.

A. join
� �

B. drive
� �

C. straighten
� �

D. play
� �

E. grill
� �

F. settle
� �

G. observe
� �

H. grasp
� �

I. spare
� �

J. take
� �

K. spin
� �

L. run
� �

1. ____  to make something
rotate quickly

2. ____  to untwist or unbend

3. ____  to participate in a game

4. ____  to understand

5. ____  to part with or give up

6. ____  to campaign for off ice

7. ____  to question someone
repeatedly

8. ____  to bring together

9. ____  to capture

10. ____  to follow or adhere to

11. ____  to resolve an argument

12. ____  to operate a vehicle

13. ____  to cook over a flame

14. ____  to make music

15. ____  to urge on or forward

16. ____  to belong to a group

17. ____  to hold in your hand

18. ____  to save someone from
something

19. ____  to notice

20. ____  to move fast on your
legs

21. ____  to set up a new 
community

22. ____  to twist fiber into thread

23. ____  to make tidy

24. ____  to stand or endure




